BASKETBALL TEAM WINS SIXTH GAME IN SEVEN STARS

Feasted Scores Fifty Points
As Varsity Wins, 40-23
In Hangar Gym

FRESHMEN DROP BOTTOM

In a rather poorly-played game at the Hangar Gym, the freshmen basketball team was its finest straight victory and its ninth, defeating Lowell Tech Institute by the comfortable scores of 40-23. The game was marred by the considerable difficulty in getting started, and was rendered rather obscure by the fact that nearly half the first half. The teams seemed to be on opposite ends of the court, and it was, therefore, a simple matter for the freshmen to knock down 30 to 13 at the half the lead.

Second Half Tight

Technically, the game seemed to benefit by the fact that, for, the second half, the second quarter, the red-shirted, freshmen, Jordan, and Sydney score in rapid succession. Then Sydney, apparently became dissatisfied with his opponents, and committed three personal fouls in a row, making his fourth of the game. He was held a gang from the crowd that he left the floor, being replaced by (Continued on Page Three)

LEVIS WINS FINS OF OLYMPIC FOILS

TRYOUT IN GYM

Technology Graduate Defeats
Righeimer by 5-2 Score

A somewhat small but very enthusiastic gathering, twenty-five asplente for Olympic fencing honors assembled in Walker Memorial on Feb. 19 in an attempt to qualify for the next month’s final bouts. When the trials had been completed and the committee had the names of the callers had been properly impressed, the eight winners were announced.

Joe Levis, former Technology student and present garment manufacturer, Frank Rightime, former Yale captain and present executive of the Yale Men’s Club, Everett Lefse, of the B. A.; Henry Wesselman and John Hurst, of Harvard; William Brinley, of the Harvard Oriental Club, and William Hay, of Harvard were the eight winners.

Four of the losers who qualified made perfect scores by winning all of their matches; Joe Levis, Paul Higginbotham, Edward, and Sibby. Carl Harris, non-student, non-member was able to overcome the handicap of a badly-scarred left arm and win the last four of his six matches.

Develop New Cure
For Rickets Here
After Many Tests

Professor Bunker Announces Revolutionary Discovery at Science Lecture

Development of a new cure for rickets by means of synthetic organic peroxides was announced by Professor John W. M. Bunker at the Society of Arts science lecture at the Institute, yesterday.

What compounds, which can be prepared in any laboratory from a very simple formula, were developed to joint research by Professor Bunker and Robert S. Harris, both of the department of Biology and Chemistry, and Dr. Nicholas A. Miltch. (Continued from previous page)
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Time for a Decision

The student-Faculty Curriculum Committee meets tomorrow to consider the question of abolition of Compulsory Military Training. After several months of agitation, discussion, and more or less perfunctory action by individual students, the question has finally made its way through the legislative channels to a point where it is hoped that student opinion will be fully expressed and a decision arrived at.

Enforced by a national propaganda organization, the motion for abolition of Compulsory R.O.T.C. has made great headway all over the country. The patriotic backing and support of various dissimilar and peace-preservation societies, and many similar organizations as well, has had the effect of raising vast mountains of disparaging and hysterical discussion, and in one or two instances by violence. In general, student opinion has been divided.

At Technology its proponents have not lacked enthusiasm. For the second time this year the crusading spirit has made itself manifest in a very real sense. Under the name Tech-Talk, for which the name reminds one of Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation, you can make your own comparisons, obvious or otherwise.

The matter of disarmament invariably brings up the question as to whether or not Compulsory R.O.T.C. is discussed. Our correspondent whose letter was published last Friday, reminded us of another famous catastrophe on the temporary horizon, alludes to women who calmly look on as we, their sons, are "fuddled, hooded, and sometimes even given to semaine-thinking," "prospecting cannon fodder," accept Compulsory Military Training without a thought.

"Do you suspect that our freshman correspondent overestimates his military value to the country. As cannon-fodder, Technology students might prove a bit indispensable. Their military training is certainly as not too necessary a thing. The student body, if compelled to choose between disarmament, the retention or abolition of the Compulsory Military Training courses is not a matter of such great moment as some would suppose.

The question then, resolves itself into this: are the freshmen capable of deciding, to their own best interests, whether or not they should take Military Science? If Military Science were made optional, most of us would pass it over; why should freshmen be given a choice which means a call to Military Science, when they have no choice in the selection of the rest of the curriculum?

The Student-Faculty Curriculum Committee must decide these points; and there will be a student meeting. The matter will then be in the hands of the Corporation.

Dorm Prom

Friday evening the annual Dorm Prom, largest of the dormitory social functions, was held, and from all comment that has been heard, the affair was most successful. The committee in charge this year is to be congratulated on the manner in which the dormitories were decorated. The men of each dorm were responsible for their own decorations, and with the aid of the women, who were "on the spot," becaming every student about the exact position of that august body as they passed by. The little qualification wasn't noticeable. Students in the dormitories, and wasn't this the thing every student dreams of? This year the students in the dormitories have reached within the next four months. The students just now. May God grant that his nation just now. How can all of the students to whom the continuance of the Eighteenth Amendment, without the use of armed force, than the continuance of the Dry laws as they are now at Istanbul, Turkey, as the Tech-
He's rather a bashy old darling, and I didn't know how he'd like the idea of my smoking.

"The first time I lit a Chesterfield in front of him, he sniffed like an old war-horse... and I braced myself for trouble. But all he said was, 'That's good tobacco, Chickabiddy.'"

"You know Grandfather raised tobacco in his younger days, so he knows what it is. I don't, of course — but I do know that Chesterfields are milder. It's wonderful to be able to smoke whenever you want, with no fear you'll smoke too many.

"And it doesn't take a tobacco expert to prove that Chesterfield tobaccos are better. They taste better — that's proof enough. Never too sweet. No matter when we smoke them — or how many I smoke — they always taste exactly right.

"They must be absolutely pure... even to the paper which doesn't taste at all. In fact... as the ad says... 'They Satisfy'!"
very good as is yours, even on a foggy
day. Pigeon whizzed around from his
desk and said, "I don't care whether you'll
put indignation or horror. Why talk P.
this item and like it. Go see the
Missner, one of the more hard-boiled
instructors in the Towing Material Lab-
catory, who always expects the boys to
understand his machinery right offhand,
noticed that Sunday afternoon concerts will be-
the Institute, it is not at all improbable
the year.

The concert to be given for the Win-

Theoretical Seminar for Graduate Students:
Professor F. W. Sears.

Physical Society:
1. "Some Recent Ideas on the Thermionic Emission of Oxide-Coated Filaments." Mr. H. C. Ressler.

Presentation.*

Physical Chemistry Harvard University and
M.I.T. Freshmen.

Monday, February 15, 4:30 p.m., Room 4-296

Tuesday, February 16, 4:45 p.m., Graft Lecture Room

Physical Colloquium:

Tuesday, February 16, 5:00 p.m., Room 4-270

Physical Society:
Tuesday, February 17, 5:00 p.m., Room 4-402

Theoretical Seminar for Graduate Students:
"Photometric Effects in Metals." Mr. H. C. Ressler.

Wednesday, February 17, 4:30 p.m., Room 4-270

Lecture on X-ray Scattering and Molecular Structure. Professor P. Duby.

VARSIY BASKETBALL TEAM WINS ANOTHER

Amoskeag. The Lafayette suddenly began functioning again and drew rather close, their strategy being featured by the work of the center, Secord. Feustel followed, by sinking his first shot, to drift in under the budget for easy baskets. Then the entire Engineer team suddenly seemed to take on a new lease of life. Amenta made a difficult shot, and Coffey slipped down the side of the court unnoticed and scored with no Lowell man anywhere near him.

Johnson was a big help during this second half attack. He took over the missed shots into scores, and often secured the ball on the opponents' backcourt. Feustel made three consecutive baskets, all on them on spectator shots, before Coach McCracken sent in his second strings. Suffield, of the substitutes, made the final Technology score, and Lowell made a few desperate long shots as the final whistle blew, with the scoreboard reading 40-23 for the Seabees.

For the second time this season, Gresch, O'Brien, star Sophomore forward and the team's scoring ace, was forced to let some-
time's scoring bore. This distinction went to Fred Fouilard, who sank seven field goals and a foul for fifteen points. Coffey, in charge announces that there are
during

TUNES ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 moderns with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip of
today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday coming over N.B.C. networks.
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DEVELOP NEW CURE FOR RICKETS HERE

(Continued from page 2)

restored the bones to normal strength.
The common curative property of these
several compounds was attained by the
particular oxygen grouping built into them.
from which the name derives. Some of these compounds are not only
water-soluble. The work of these three scientists will continue in order to determine all
the properties and uses of these new synthetic compounds.

The success so far attained in this work
has achieved through close cooperation
between research men in biology, chemistry,
and physics. The results announced
on Sunday grew out of several years of
steady progress and its own.

TYPING
Your THESES and REPORTS
Reasonable Rates
MARY E. CHUTE
310 Andover Road
Tel. Co., 2090

"Give me Lucky Strike
every time"

“My throat is all important to me. No harsh irritants
for you, truly use the LUCKY STRIKE every time. And put
yourself on the back for your new Cellophane wrapper
with that tab which makes the package so easy to open.

Dorothy Maukell

"It’s toasted"

Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

Gordy Maukell's greatest smoking companion in Europe, Haindl's famous blend, and
even as you smoke, in Haindl's famous blend, and
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